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The given problem is modeling and testing a magnetic levitation of system which will levitate a ferromagnetic ball below the electromagnet 
and move it in a single axis with high precision In this paper, a Non Linear Controller (NLC) is designed for a Magnetic Levitation System 
(MLS). The proposed NLC uses input-output feedback linearization using differential geometry in conjugation with a linear state feedback 
controller in outer loop to levitate a ferromagnetic ball. The electromagnetic force, which is a function of input magnetizing current and 
position of the ferromagnetic material to be levitated by the applied input force, is estimated using real-time experimental data. The position 
of the levitating ferromagnetic ball can be sensed and used to control the field strength of an electromagnet. Thus the tendency for instability 
can be removed by constantly correcting the magnetic field strength of the Electromagnets to keep a ferromagnetic ball levitated .The results 
obtained show efficacy of the proposed NLC in comparison to a traditional PID controller.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic levitation system (MLS) is an electromagnetic device which levitates ferromagnetic elements using 
principle of electromagnetism. MLS technology eliminates mechanical contacts between moving and stationary 
parts thereby reducing the friction. Due to reduction in friction, MLS offers many advantages such as low noise, 
ability to do work in high vacuum environment, high precision positioning platforms. MLS generally works on 
three kinds of forces namely propulsion, levitation and guidance force [2]. Propulsion force to push moving part 
forward, levitation force to lift up the moving part, and guidance force to avoid derailing. If magnetic force is 
attractive then it is magnetic suspension while repulsive force responsible for magnetic levitation.

 MLS has numerous applications like ability to do work in high vacuum environment [2]. But due to the 
constant need of levitation, a MLS is subjected to continuously changing parameters and hence the mathematical 
model is highly nonlinear. There have been several attempts to model and control the MLS [1-3]. Despite the fact 
that magnetic levitation is non linear behaviour and it is described by non linear differential equation, mostly 
design approaches are based on linear model [4-6]. But in linear model tracking performance deteriorates rapidly 
as increasing deviation with respect to nominal operating point. To ensure very long range of travelling of 
ferromagnetic ball and still want good tracking then we have to consider non linear modeling rather than linear 
modeling. Hence, an online parameters estimation based on experimental data is used for the system modeling.

 In this work, an effort is being made to model the MLS using the electromagnetic laws. Based on this 
developed model, a nonlinear input-output feedback linearization in conjunction with a static-state feedback 
control law is designed. In addition to it, the electromagnetic force, which is a function of input magnetizing 
current and position of the ferromagnetic material to be levitated by the applied input force, is estimated using 
real-time data. The superiority of the proposed controller is established at the end with respect to a traditional 
PID controller. C.S. Teodorescu et.al. described about nonlinear control design concept based on back stepping, 
adjusted so that it might be used for a wider class of dynamical systems than the so-called strict-feedback form. 
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Here we make a compared qualitative study of linear and nonlinear controllers applied to a magnetic levitation 
system. We give analytical solutions and treat systematically feasibility, stability and optimality issues. Some 
theoretically uncomfortable situations like control law singularities are analyzed and practical solutions are 
proposed, thus making the link towards numerically feasible and stable implementation [8].

 Ing-Yann Albert Wang et.al. gave approach towards using permanent magnets and air-core electromagnets 
as primary actuating components. Unstable nature of repulsive levitation, the stability of the levitated permanent 
magnets is regulated by another part of the guide tracks, electromagnetic stabilizers, which are strands of straight 
wires running through the entire length of the guide tracks above the levitation coils. The entire levitation system 
is divided into three subsystems: levitation, stabilization and propulsion. Experiments show that the system is 
stable in any location of the tracks with lateral stability control, even under disturbances and system uncertainties. 
Observations imply that the approximate model of the system is sufficient enough for stability control and the 
stabilization controller works well under all kinds of disturbances [9].

 Chih-Min Lin et.al. has given the concept about an Adaptive Proportional-Integral-Derivative (APID) 
control system to deal with the metallic sphere position control of a magnetic levitation system which is highly 
nonlinear and unstable behavior. The adaptive PID controller is a main tracking controller, and the parameters 
of the adaptive PID controller are online tuned by the derived adaptation laws. The Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) technology is adopted to search the optimal learning-rates of the adaptive PID controller to increase the 
learning speed. Optimal learning-rates have been successfully searched by PSO technology to improve the control 
performance [10].

2. DYNAMIC MODELLING OF A MLS

MLS considered for modeling consists of a ferromagnetic ball suspended in a voltage controlled magnetic 
field. Ferromagnetic core coil acts as actuator, sensor determining the position of ball with respect to core coil, 
ferromagnetic ball has single degree of freedom. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the studied MLS which 
consists of magnetic levitation mechanical unit (electromagnet, sensors, and ferromagnetic ball) with a computer 
interface card, a signal conditioning unit, connecting cables. There are two inputs to the system -  Reference input 
signals u and i, and Disturbances – such as power supply fluctuations, coil temperature variation and external 
forces applied to the ball. Dynamic behavior of Magnetic levitation system can be modeled by the study of 
electromagnetic and mechanical sub system [3]. 

 The Magnetic Levitation System (MLS) as shown in Figure 1 consists of a ferromagnetic ball that is to be 
levitated under an electromagnet. As theoretical analysis and system behavioral study, given system parameters 
were selected of feedback instruments (33210). For the electromagnet, required parameters were assumed to be 
a resistance, an inductance, a magnetic constant and mass of the ferromagnetic ball and any hysteresis effects 
of the electromagnet were assumed to be negligible. Magnetic levitation system modeling is based on model 
linearization using Taylor’s series. But it is for only small range of operation. MLS modeling is based on the 
concept of electromechanical system.  The modeling of the magnetic levitation system is based on the physical 
dynamics consideration taking into account for a wide range of system’s operation. In the modeling of the MLS 
concept of magnetic field is important because electromagnet induces a magnetic field. MLS consists of magnetic 
levitation mechanical unit (electromagnet, sensors, and ferromagnetic ball) with a computer interface card, a signal 
conditioning unit, connecting cables.

 Dynamic behaviour of Magnetic Levitation System can be modeled by the study of electromagnetic and 
mechanical sub system. Ferromagnetic ball experiences magnetic force as well as gravitational force.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the MLS

Fig. 2. Free body diagram of the MLS

In magnetic levitation, there is magnetic force inducing due to current flowing in the coil and this magnetic 
force is given by Kirchhoff’s voltage law, and magnetic field is calculated by Biot-savart law. Ferromagnetic ball 
experiences magnetic force as well as gravitational force. From the free body diagram shown in Fig. 2 the force 
equation using Newton’s Laws of motion can be written as:

            ( , )F x i mg ma− =                                                                                                                            (1)

Where,

),( ixF  = Electromagnetic force 

M      = mass of ferromagnetic ball

g       = Acceleration due to gravity
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From equation (1), it is known that electromagnetic force ),( ixF is function of position and current which can be 
rewritten as:

Magnetic field due to circular path having current i and radius a  is given. Now we have to calculate  for 
location of the ball with respect to the electromagnet. Magnetic field due to small segment of wire  carrying a 
current is given as:

Fig. 3. Magnetic field for circular contour

As field symmetry magnetic field in ‘y’ direction is zero hence magnetic field exits in only ‘x’ direction. For 
N=total number of turns, n is the number of turns per unit length. Effect of magnetic field from electromagnet is to 
introduce a magnetic dipole in the ball which itself becomes magnetized the force acting on ball is then composed 
of gravity and magnetic force acting on induced dipole ADEF is solenoid (or electromagnet) having N number of 
turns, solenoid of radius r, length  .Magnetic field on AD is in upward direction while downward at EF direction. 
Consider at distance separation between two turns, and then total current is . Magnetic control force 
between solenoid and ball can be found out by considering magnetic field as function of balls distance  from end 
of the coil.
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As there are many turns layers of electromagnet coil due to which inner radius is 1r and outer radius 2r . Then 
Magnetic field becomes-

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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Magnetic force on ball is experienced as

S is the material surface crossed by the magnetic flux.

Fig. 4. Ball and coil arrangement showing Magnetic force

3. PROPOSED NON LINEAR CONTROLLER DESIGN

3.1 Feedback Linearization
            Feedback linearization method has two parts; one is state transformation and other one is input transformation 
[5]. By applying this technique, we can algebraically transformed Non linear MLS into linear one without neglecting 
nonlinear part. Feedback Linearization is different from Jacobian. Feedback Linearization needs concepts of Lie

derivative, and for that, we require vector field f and g where )(xg system matrix and )(xg is input matrix. As 

MLS nonlinear system is defined by two smooth vector )(xf  and )(xg and it would be linearizable in a region 

δ if two condition will be satisfied [6] .

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)
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One is                                            Should be controllable and other one                                             should be satisfied 
for linear system.

State vector for MLS is

Nonlinear dynamics equation by using Lie derivative [8]

],......,[ 1gadgadg n
ff

− ],......,[ 2 gadgadg n
ff

−

Since

Then
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For Nonlinear feedback ‘u’, there is a Synthetic input ‘v’. When differentiating output, we get input ‘u’[5].

Where r is the relative degree, for MLS (r=3) Control variable u should be

Equation (20) is now linear and controllable and can be stabilized by state feedback law    =-PQ  

Where ),,( 321 PPPP is determined by Pole Placement technique. 

Where

v

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Identification

Electromagnetic force 2

2

),(
x
iixF α

 
and ball position from coil behaves as in polynomial form then we can write 
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Where 3210 ,,, bandbbb polynomial coefficients are the data taken from MLS-Experimental set up. Data are taken 
in a manner for minimum value of current particular levitation position.  The physical parameters for the MLS are 
given in Table 1. Parameter of polynomial are getting by applying least square fitted data. 

Fig 5. Block Diagram of Controller Design
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Analysis is performed on MLS by applying Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) Controller. General form of PID 

Controller is ( )c p d
i

1G s K 1 1 s
s

( )( )= + + τ
τ while linearized model of MLS is p 2

0 0025G s
S 0 0075

.( )
.

−
=

+ .From )(sGp ,
it 

shows it is unstable in nature. Mathematical model of MLS is linearized about nominal operating point mmy 5= .

4.2 Numerical Simulation

The numerical simulation of the proposed STC was performed using MATLAB/SIMULINK®. The proposed STC 
has been applied to the TRMS available in Control and System Lab., BIT, Mesra, Ranchi. To validate the trajectory 
tracking performances of the STC, the desired trajectory was chosen as a step signal. Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 shows the 
results for both the PID and NLC respectively.

 Fig. 6 shows the trajectory tracking error curves for ball position for a sinusoidal input, which reveals that 
the tracking error is 0.66 mm for PID whereas it is 0.25 mm in case of the NLC. Fig. 7 depicts the control torque 
profiles generated by PID and NLC.

0 1

2 3

b 1 07 b 14 58
b 64 81 b 119 10

. , .
. , .

= − =
= − =

Table 1. Physical Parameters of the MLS

Fig. 6. Ball Position due to desired Sinusoidal input
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Fig. 7. Control input due to desired Sinusoidal

Fig. 8. Ball Position due to Control desired input

Fig. 9. Control input due to Constant desired input
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From Fig. 7, it is observed that NLC generates control torque with less excitation/smooth compared to PID 
controller.  Fig. 8 shows the trajectory tracking error curves for ball position for a step input, which shows that the 
tracking for PID has a steady state error whereas NLC achieved the almost zero tracking error within 5 sec. Fig. 9, 
depicts the control torque profiles generated by PID and NLC for step input. From Fig. 9 it is observed that NLC 
generates control torque with less excitation/smooth compared to PID controller. The simulation results put forth 
that the proposed NLC generates appropriate adaptive torque under system nonlinearity and sensor noise.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper has presented a new nonlinear controller based on feedback linearization based on Lie-derivatives to 
control the magnetic levitation system under system nonlinearities and sensor noises. Simulink results of close loop 
system for PID controller and Feedback linearization controller shows that the position of the ball is maintaining at 
a 5mm from the electromagnet. There is response for sinusoidal input for PID controller and Feedback linearization 
controller with respect to the desired position of the ball. Graph shows that Non Linear Controller (NLC) tracking 
the position of the ball is better than the proposed classical PID controller. Position of the ball varies with respect 
to the electromagnet at a position of 5 mm when PID is implemented, while NLC (FL) is getting operating point 
higher then it is robust towards its desired position.

 The proposed NLC has been applied successfully to MLS. From the simulation results, it is established that 
the proposed MLS generates appropriate robust torque under system nonlinearity and sensor noises compared 
to a fixed gain PID control under similar circumstances. The above work can be extended to design advanced 
nonlinear controllers based on the nonlinear model of the MLS dynamics in future.
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